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A B S T R A C T

Anger cameras based on monolithic NaI scintillators read out by an array of PMTs are predominant in planar
gamma imaging and SPECT. However, position estimation of gamma interactions is usually severely degraded
near the edges of the scintillator which can be extremely undesirable for applications like breast imaging. Here
we propose a relatively cost-effective solution based on the use of scintillators with absorptive edges with an
unconventional light-guide-PMT layout employing a maximum likelihood positioning algorithm. The basic de-
sign on which we aim to improve consists of a monolithic NaI(Tl) scintillator read out by 3×5 square PMTs
(conventional layout, CL) that could be suitable for molecular breast imaging. To better detect gamma inter-
actions near the crystal’s critical edge, we tried different set-ups: we replaced the 5 large PMTs near the edge by
11 smaller PMTs (small-sensor layout, SSL); we emulated rectangular PMTs along the critical edge by inserting a
row of 5 rectangular light-guides that direct the light toward square PMTs placed behind (shifted layout, SL); we
inserted rectangular light-guides alternatingly, such that the PMTs are in an interlocking pattern (alternating
shifted layout, ASL). The performance of our designs was tested with Monte Carlo simulations. Results showed
that SSL, SL, and ASL gave better spatial resolution near the critical edge than CL (3.4, 3.6, and 4.1 mm near the
edge compared with 5.3 mm for CL), and thus resulted in a larger usable detector area. To conclude, for ap-
plications where small dead edges are crucial, our designs may be cost-effective solutions.

1. Introduction

Gamma detectors that deliver information on the interaction posi-
tion and energy of incoming gamma photons are key elements in nu-
clear medicine scanners. Both in planar scintigraphy and in SPECT,
gamma detectors based on continuous NaI(Tl) scintillators that are read
out by an array of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) – usually referred to as
the Anger camera – have been predominant for decades. In Anger
cameras, the gamma photon’s interaction position and its energy are
conventionally estimated using Anger logic [1], which is based on
calculating the centroid of the PMT outputs. Anger logic has become
popular because it can be simply implemented with a resistor/capacitor
network and Anger logic combined with heuristic linearity and non-
uniformity corrections provides satisfactory position and energy esti-
mation results in most applications. Unfortunately, the positioning
linearity and spatial resolution are usually poor near the scintillator’s
edges, a situation often referred to as the dead edge effect. This effect
has implications for the usable field-of-view of a gamma camera which
is smaller than the scintillator’s surface.

Although reducing dead edges is almost always profitable to en-
hance the usable detector surface and thus the system’s sensitivity, in
whole-body SPECT the presence of dead edges is usually accepted be-
cause with the large-area detectors that are commonly applied, the size
of the dead edges is relatively small and because not using the detector’s
edges does not have to lead to image artefacts. However, in other ap-
plications, the use of the detector’s edges can be absolutely necessary in
order to arrive at useful images. Examples of this include planar breast
imaging [2,3] and a dedicated multi-pinhole molecular breast tomo-
synthesis (MP-MBT) technique proposed in our group [4,5]. In the
proposed MP-MBT scanner, a woman is lying prone on a patient bed
with her breast pendant in a hole in the bed. The breast is mildly
compressed and two gamma cameras are placed on either side of the
breast close to the chest wall. In simulations, such a design resulted in a
tumour-to-background contrast-to-noise ratio 2 – 3 times higher than
commercial planar scanners. The edge area of the detector in this design
is used to image the part of the breast close to the chest wall. However,
in conventional Anger cameras, the dead edge roughly equals the PMT
radius and as most common PMTs are two or three inches in diameter,
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about 25mm or 40mm at the edges would be unusable if we would
employ a standard Anger camera in MP-MBT. Therefore, a detector
with small dead edge is essential for MP-MBT.

To improve positioning linearity near the edges, several solutions
have been proposed over the years. In some cases, PMTs were extended
over the edges of the scintillator both for continuous crystals [6] and
pixelated or semi-pixelated scintillators [7–9]. However, in MP-MBT
there is no room for such a placement of PMTs since the scintillator
extends till the patient bed. Another option is to read out the continuous
crystals with smaller light sensors, including position-sensitive PMTs
[10–12], avalanche photodiodes [13,14], silicon photomultipliers
[15,16], charge-coupled devices [17], or to use a combination of
pixelated scintillators and these small light sensors [18–22]. However,
using small light sensors instead of PMTs for large surface gamma de-
tectors (such as in MP-MBT, 240×140mm2 area) leads to enormously
increased costs. A third option is to use semiconductor gamma detectors
instead of scintillation-based detectors. These detectors transfer gamma
energy directly into an electrical signal and are already applied in
several dedicated breast scanners [23,24]. Besides being able to reduce
dead edges, semiconductor detectors improve energy resolution over
scintillator detectors, although several studies have shown that the
benefit of this in dedicated breast scanners is limited [25–28]. However,
like small light sensors, the use of semiconductor detectors significantly
increases the gamma camera’s costs over those of the Anger camera.

Besides using new detector materials or advanced light sensors,
several algorithms to better decode the scintillation position from the
light distribution in PMT-read out scintillators have been proposed, e.g.
maximum likelihood estimation [29,30], chi-squared error estimation
[31], the k-nearest-neighbour method [16], a Gaussian filter algorithm
[17], advanced light model fitting [11,14], and different machine
learning algorithms [13]. These decoding processes are more sophisti-
cated and also more computationally demanding than weighted aver-
aging, as is done in Anger logic, but they have been proven to be more
effective in resolving scintillations near the edges. These algorithms are
often used together with black-edge detectors which use absorbing
material at the sides of the scintillator [6,7,10,11,29]. Such absorptive
edges increase the position dependence of the light spread near the
edges, and thus improve position estimation in these areas.

Inspired by several of the above-mentioned elements, the aim of this
paper is to propose a novel gamma scintillation detector design that has
a cost comparable to that of the Anger camera but has improved spatial
resolution and positioning linearity near the edges. This is achieved by
using smart light-guide-PMT geometries to emulate smaller light sen-
sors near the edges and by using a black-edge scintillator combined
with a maximum likelihood (ML) positioning algorithm. PMTs used
have a square shape in order to optimally cover the rectangular scin-
tillator. Different designs are evaluated using Monte Carlo simulations.

2. Methods

2.1. Gamma detector designs

Detector dimensions are chosen such that they are suitable for the
MP-MBT scanner proposed in our group [4,5] which has a minimum
requirement for the active detector area of 240× 140mm2 and the
scintillator thickness is 9.5mm. We test four different designs in a si-
mulation study which all fulfil the minimum dimension requirement.

The first design (Fig. 1(a)), which is the most basic (therefore
dubbed ‘conventional layout’, CL) comprises a 240×180×9.5mm3

NaI(Tl) scintillator, a 14mm thick glass light-guide, and 15 Hamamatsu
R6236 PMTs (60× 60mm2 square PMTs with 54×54mm2 photo-
cathodes) [32]. The entrance surface of the scintillator is painted white
(reflective) while the edges are black (absorptive). As a comparison, in
Section 3.1, we will also show some results for the same design but with
a white-edge scintillator. Note that in our design, PMTs placed at the
right and left sides of the gamma detector partly extend over the edges.

In this way, the left and right edges are effectively read out by half-sized
PMTs which is expected to improve resolution and linearity in these
edge areas [6]. However, at the upper edge which is assumed to be the
critical edge of the detector, such an approach is not feasible as there is
no space to allow for this (this is the edge placed close to the patient’s
chest wall).

An alternative to CL could be the use of smaller PMTs, e.g.
Hamamatsu R1548-07 (24× 24mm2 square PMTs with (2×)
8×18mm2 photocathodes [32]), which is the second design tested
(‘small-sensor layout’, SSL; Fig. 1(b)). In that case, 21 PMTs would be
needed to cover the 240mm long upper edge. As the price per PMT is
approximately constant, the costs for PMTs would increase by 40%
while the scintillator size would be reduced to 240×144mm2. In
principle, smaller PMT sizes are only required in the direction per-
pendicular to the edge and one would thus like to use rectangular PMTs
if these would be commercially available for the same price. As this is
not the case, we propose an alternative design: the ‘shifted layout’ (SL,
Fig. 1(c)). In this layout, an additional light-guide, with a cross-section
that is half the PMT area, is inserted in between the original light-guide
and each of the upper row PMTs. The additional light-guides are cov-
ered by Lambertian reflectors like Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) with
98% reflectivity [33]. The length of the additional light-guide is as-
sumed to be 160mm, longer than the length of the PMTs (123mm). The
light-guide is assumed to be borosilicate crown glass. A variant on SL is
the ‘alternating shifted layout’ (ASL, Fig. 1(d)), in which the additional
light-guides still exist, but the PMTs are placed in an interlocking layout
instead of in a conventional grid. Because the second light-guide is half
as wide as the PMT front face, the scintillator sizes for SL and ASL are
both 240×150mm2. We come back to this reduced area in the dis-
cussion section.

2.2. Simulations

The performance of our gamma detector designs is assessed by the
well-validated Monte Carlo simulation software GEANT4 Application
for Tomographic Emission (GATE) [34–36]. The optical surface para-
meters in GATE are tuned in such a way that the simulator gives the
best agreement with our available clinical Anger camera with 3 inch
round PMTs. Here we simulate square PMTs, and we assume the light
propagation in the new setups remains valid. In Table I. the relevant
parameters used in the GATE simulations are listed.

The refractive index of the white reflector was set to 1.0 which
reflects the presence of an air gap between the white reflector and the
scintillator/light-guide. Furthermore, low reflectivity as reported in
[39,40] is assumed which is representative for high-quality black edges
because it has been reported that the quality of the black absorber is
crucial in the black-edge scintillation camera performance.

To assess spatial resolution and positioning linearity, NEMA sug-
gests to put lead masks with thin parallel slits on the gamma detector
and irradiate them with gamma rays from a source placed at a relatively
large distance above the detector to approximate parallel rays per-
pendicularly directed towards the detector surface [41]. In this way, the
line response function (LRF) from each slit is obtained, and from these
LRFs, positioning linearity and spatial resolution in horizontal and
vertical directions are measured. In GATE this measurement is simu-
lated by irradiating the gamma detector with vertical and horizontal
line sources of 140 keV gamma photons (energy of 99mTc gamma
emission). Gamma emitters are evenly distributed in the infinitely thin
lines (as is shown in the solid black lines in Fig. 2) and all gamma
photons are emitted perpendicular to the detectors. The interval be-
tween two neighbouring lines is 10mm, and the outer horizontal and
vertical lines are all 2 mm from the edges of the scintillator.

To obtain the light collection map and linearity correction map for
Anger logic estimation (further discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4), the
gamma detectors are also irradiated by point sources of 140 keV gamma
photons, and the point response functions are determined. From each
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point source, about 2000 gamma photons are emitted perpendicular to
the gamma detector’s surface. These gamma point sources are placed in
a grid of 5mm interval over the whole detector.

To apply ML estimation, a series of reference PMT outputs, i.e. the
expected number of optical photons detected by each PMT for all
possible scintillation locations, should be obtained. These reference
PMT outputs are extracted from the PRF simulation. The light collection
spectrum of each point source is obtained and the interactions in
the±10% window around 140 keV are averaged and then taken as
reference PMT outputs. In this case, the reference PMT outputs also
include scatter in the photopeak. Then reference PMT outputs are ob-
tained at a 1mm grid by cubic interpolation of the 5mm-interval re-
ference PMT outputs and used for ML estimation.

2.3. Data processing

We use GATE simulation results to generate a list of gamma photon
detections, in which the number of optical photons sensed by each PMT
(the PMT output) in every interaction is recorded. These data are then
contaminated by simulated readout noise which is Gaussian distributed
with zero mean and a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 6 pho-
tons. This noise level is estimated based on the measurement from
readout electronics in our lab. We use this list of data as the input to
Anger and ML position estimation. Anger logic is implemented as an
output-weighted average of PMT coordinates. To improve Anger esti-
mation resolution, a threshold is applied to each PMT output. Only the
PMTs with outputs above the threshold are used in the weighted
average process. The threshold in our case is set as 3% of the total
summed PMT output at every detection. We apply a linearity correction
as is commonly done for Anger cameras in the same way as described in
[42] with linearity correction map obtained from the PRF data.

The ML positioning algorithm is based on the assumption that if the
gamma photon’s energy and the interaction position are fixed, the
number of scintillated optical photons detected on each PMT
( = ⋯n n n n[ ]M1 2 , M PMTs in total) is Poisson distributed [29]. Of course
the readout noise is not Poisson-distributed, but as its FWHM of 6
photons is less than 5% of the mean PMT output, using a Poisson dis-
tribution is a tolerable approximation in this case. If the Poisson mean
of the output of PMT m (n x y( , )m ) for a gamma photon of a certain en-
ergy is known for every possible gamma interaction location, one can
write the probability that an interaction occurring at location x y( , ) re-
sulted in output n as:

∏=
=

−n x y n x y
n

epr( | , ) [ ( , )]
!

.
m

M
m

n

m

n x y

0

( , )
m

m

(1)

Note that in this equation we do not take the dependence of the PMT
outputs on the depth of interaction in the crystals into account, rather
nmrepresents an average over different depths. In this work, the mean
outputs n x y( , )m were obtained by interpolating simulated PRFs, as is
described in Section 2.2. The most likely gamma photon interaction
location ̂ ̂x y( , )is the one that maximizes (1):

̂ ̂ = nx y x y( , ) arg max pr( | , )x y, (2)

In practice, the logarithm of (n x y| , ) is maximized which simplifies
the calculation and gives exactly the same result.

The searching strategy used in this paper to obtain the most likely
interaction position is a contracting-grid algorithm based on the one
described in [43]. This method can quickly search for the target in a
multi-dimensional space by dividing the search into grids of different
intervals, and as long as n x y( , )m is a smoothly changing function of lo-
cation, it should give the same result as an exhaustive search. The initial
search is done on a coarse grid such that the target’s rough location is

Fig. 1. The four gamma detector designs tested in this paper. The scintillator, light-guide and PMTs are shown schematically for (a) CL, (b) SSL, (c) SL and (d) ASL.

Table 1
Settings in simulation.

Parameter in GATE Status

Photoelectric effect StandardModel
Compton scatter StandardModel
Optical simulation Scintillation, OpticalAbsorption, OpticalRayleigh,

OpticalBoundary
Photocathode Efficiency: 0.29 [32]
Black absorber Reflectivity: 0.05, refractive index: 1.8
White reflector Lambertian reflection, reflectivity: 0.98, refractive

index: 1.0
Interface (scintillator to

light-guide)
Roughened

Scintillator (NaI(Tl)) Density: 3.67 g/cm3, light yield: 38,000 photons/
MeV, intrinsic energy resolution: 5% [37,38],
refraction index:1.85

Light-guide (glass) Density: 2.50 g/cm3, refraction index: 1.50,
absorption length: 3.11m

Fig. 2. Line sources irradiate the gamma detector. The left part of the detector
is irradiated by vertical line sources (marked by solid black lines) while the
right part of the detector is irradiated by horizontal line sources. The profiles of
the LRFs are taken at every intersection of the solid black lines with dashed red
lines. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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obtained. Later on, with the found rough location as the starting point,
this search is repeated on an ever finer grid. Though the search is ex-
haustive in every grid, the total time complexity is much less than ex-
haustively searching the whole range in the fine grid. The grids used
here are

1. 5-by-5 grid with 13mm interval;
2. 5-by-5 grid with 5mm interval;
3. 3-by-3 grid with 3mm interval;
4. 3-by-3 grid with 2mm interval;
5. 3-by-3 grid with 1mm interval.

So in total 77 iterations are required for every detected interaction
and the searching range is 52× 52mm2. The starting point is the Anger
estimated position. The resulting images will have a pixel size of 1mm.

2.4. Performance evaluation

In order to evaluate the gamma camera’s performance, we use the
LRFs to determine positioning linearity and spatial resolution, and PRFs
to obtain the total light collection and the energy resolution. To note,
the energy resolution here is not calculated from the energy spectrum
but from the light collection spectrum: a histogram of the total number
of photons collected (sum of all PMT outputs) for each interaction.

Spatial resolution in this paper is obtained by fitting a Gaussian
function to the LRFs and then determining its FWHM. To obtain in-
formation on how spatial resolution varies over the detector, profiles
(one pixel-width; 1 mm) of the LRFs are taken along all dashed red lines
in Fig. 2 which have 10mm spacing. For visualization purposes, we
then interpolate the spatial resolution distribution on the whole de-
tector to 1mm intervals. Spatial resolution in horizontal and vertical
directions (R xi and R yi ) is presented separately, and we also calculate an
“averaged” spatial resolution by determining the root-mean-square
(RMS) in both directions: = +R (R R )/2xy x yi i

2
i
2 Energy resolution (R Ei )

is defined to be the FWHM of a Gaussian fit to the light collection
spectrum divided by the mean of the fit (given as a percentage) at each
point source position.

As postulated by NEMA [41], positioning linearity of the detectors is
given by differential linearity which is defined as the standard deviation
of every estimated LRF in the direction perpendicular to the lines. Fi-
nally, we also provide the usable field-of-view (UFOV) of the different
designs which we define as the area where <R 5 mmxyi .

3. Results

3.1. Black-edge gamma detector and ML algorithm

In Fig. 3, the LRFs obtained with the CL are shown for a white-edge
scintillator read out by Anger logic (a) and by the ML algorithm (b), and
for a black-edge scintillator employing the ML algorithm (c). LRFs are
only shown on half the detector surface because of the horizontal

symmetry of the layout. It is clear that if a scintillator with white re-
flecting edges is used, a significant part near the scintillator’s edges is
not usable (about 30mm from the upper and lower edges, and 15mm
from the left and right edges), even if ML estimation is used. With Anger
estimation (Fig. 3(a)), the lines near the edge pile up inwards to about
half a PMT-size from the edge, while with ML estimation (b), the lines
up to a distance of half the PMT size from the edge are severely blurred
and cannot be distinguished anymore. For the black-edge detector with
ML estimation (Fig. 3(c)), the position estimation at the edge is much
improved compared to (a) and (b), though at the corners resolution is
clearly reduced. Anger estimation on a black-edge detector is not an
option because a weighted average algorithm would give even poorer
positioning linearity with the lower number of sensed optical photons
on the near-edge PMTs [44].

For the same conventional detector layout, Fig. 4 shows three ex-
ample light collection spectra obtained for the white-edge detector (a)
and black-edge detector (b) at three example locations (centre, edge,
and corner). Clearly, the total number of optical photons collected de-
pends on where in the scintillator the gamma interaction took place;
more optical photons are collected for events in the centre compared to
events near the scintillator’s edge (5 mm to one edge in this example)
and corner (5 mm to two edges). This effect of varying light collection
over the scintillator is much stronger when black absorptive edges are
used; in that case edge scintillations have almost 50% less light col-
lection than in the centre while in the corners the light collection is
reduced by about 65%. For the white-edge detector, the largest light
loss is about 30% at the corner of the detector, but as the edges and
corners of white-edge detectors cannot be used and the light collection
at edges of the usable area is the same as in the centre, in practice a
global light collection window is usually set for subsequent scatter re-
jection [45]. From the spectra, one can conclude that a global light
collection window is not applicable in black-edge scintillation detec-
tors.

3.2. Different detector layouts

In Fig. 5, simulation results for all PMT layouts are compared. All of
the four detectors have black edges and positioning is thus done with
ML estimation. For the same reason as in Fig. 3, LRFs on only half of the
detector area are shown. From the LRFs in Fig. 5(e) – (h), spatial re-
solution maps in horizontal (i) – (l) and vertical (m) – (p) directions are
calculated. The light collection maps shown in Fig. 5(q) – (t) are ob-
tained from the PRFs. It can be seen that the four layouts have similar
resolution in horizontal direction (about 3.6 mm on average), but that
SSL, SL, and ASL show better resolution in vertical direction close to the
upper critical edge (3.4 mm, 3.6 mm, and 4.1 mm up to 30mm to the
critical edge compared to 5.3 mm in CL). For SSL and SL, the places
with poor resolution are all near the lower edge, while for ASL, they are
more spread over the detector area. For all four detector designs, light
collection at the centre of the detector is higher than that at the edge.

In Table 2, the mean spatial resolutions in horizontal and vertical

(a)

Fig. 3. The LRFs of the CL with different edge treatment and positioning algorithm combinations. The yellow squares in the figures mark the effective area of the
PMTs. The critical camera edge is the upper edge. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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directions (R xi and R yi ) over the whole detector obtained from Fig. 5(i) –
(p) are listed. The differential linearity (lin.) in horizontal and vertical
directions is calculated from the LRFs 4 (e) – (h). The UFOVs are de-
termined by <R 5 mmxyi . The centre, edge (< 8mm from an edge), and
corner (< 8mm from two edges) mean energy resolutions (R )iE are
calculated (see Section 2.3).

4. Discussion

From Fig. 3 it is clear that the use of black absorptive edges and ML
estimation can largely improve positioning linearity near the edges
compared with a traditional white-edge detector with Anger logic po-
sitioning, though the spatial resolution near the edges is still rather
poor. For all four layouts in Fig. 5(e) – (h), significant distortion in LRFs
is not observed except in the corners. The distorted area in the three
non-conventional layouts is smaller than that in the CL, which is also
reflected by the spatial resolution-defined UFOV in Table 2. In the si-
mulation study of MP-MBT [5] we assumed that the dead edge of the
detector was 5mm, and SSL, SL, and ASL seem to be able to achieve this
goal as the LRFs nearest (2mm) to the scintillator edges are resolved.

Note that the SSL, SL and ASL result in shorter detectors than the CL, as
we keep the same number of rows of PMTs and the MP-MBT application
only requires a 140mm long detector. If one would like to compare
different designs at equal detector area, one has to add an extra row of
PMTs to the non-conventional designs resulting in a larger part of the
scintillator being covered. Adding another row of PMTs would require
five more PMTs for SL or SSL, and two more PMTs for ASL. The per-
formance of such extended detectors can be predicted through vertical

Fig. 4. Example light collection spectra for
CL with scintillators with (a) white edge and
(b) black edge treatments. Three typical
positions are tested: centre, edge (5mm to
one edge of the scintillator), and corner
(5 mm to two edges of the scintillator).
These spectra were obtained by simulating
an irradiation with 2000 gamma photons
per position.

Fig. 5. The LRFs, spatial resolution in horizontal and vertical directions (R xi and R yi ), and light collection of the four gamma detector layouts. The yellow rectangles in
the graphs mark the effective area of the PMTs. The energy resolution maps are not shown but the representative values are provided in Table 2. All four layouts are
black-edge detectors using ML estimation. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
Spatial resolution, positioning linearity, UFOV, and energy resolution obtained
for different layouts.

Rix (mm) Riy (mm) lin. x
(mm)

lin. y
(mm)

UFOV (%) RiE

centre
(%)

RiE

edge
(%)

RiE

corner
(%)

CL 3.54 4.31 0.10 0.27 81.5 11.6 14.4 16.4
SSL 3.58 4.28 0.11 0.21 86.4 12.1 15.4 17.6
SL 3.70 4.19 0.11 0.18 84.1 12.1 15.1 16.8
ASL 3.67 3.85 0.12 0.17 90.0 11.9 14.7 16.1
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symmetry: PMT layouts in the UFOV of (180mm long) extended de-
tectors are vertically symmetric, thus we can simply mirror the upper
90mm of the resolution map down to roughly predict the resolution in
the lower 90mm. This is still an estimation as the lower edge should
have better resolution than suggested by simply mirroring as no addi-
tional light-guide would be needed there. For extended SL, the vertical
and horizontal resolutions are 3.84mm and 3.76mm, and for extended
ASL, they are 4.05mm and 3.66mm. For SSL, such symmetry does not
exist, so the performance cannot be predicted. Table 3. estimates the
usable area per PMT of different layouts including the two extended
layouts (240× 180mm2).

Although the CL detector surface is larger than the other three si-
mulated layouts, the actual usable area is not always much different
(see Table 3): the actual usable area (the number of PMTs multiplied by
the actual usable area per PMT) in SSL (21× 1422mm2) is 85% of CL
(15× 2347mm2); SL’s usable area (15× 2018mm2) is also 86% of
that of CL; ASL (15× 2160mm2) has a usable area that is 92% of that
of CL. From the quotations we got, the cost of an additional light-guide,
and the extra cost of the 160mm longer detector box would make the
whole gamma detector (scintillator+ PMTs + readout electro-
nics+ detector box) price increase by less than 4% when ASL is con-
structed compared to CL. Other solutions, e.g. applying small light
sensor, scintillator pixilation, and using semiconductor detectors are
usually much more expensive. For example, according to the online
price of SiPMs [46], using SiPMs to cover a detector surface as large as
ours will be 5 times as expensive as using PMTs, resulting in a doubling
of the total detector price. This estimate does not even include the costs
for extra electronic read-out channels.

From the spatial resolution maps in Fig. 5(i) – (p), it is clear that the
spatial resolution is always best in the interstices of PMTs, while it is the
poorest in the centres of PMTs, especially in the centres of PMTs near
edges. Such a phenomenon is also observed in other detectors using ML
estimation or Anger logic [29,31] and it is not difficult to understand: in
scintillator detectors, position estimation accuracy depends on the
sensitivity of the light distribution (PMT outputs in this case) to the
exact interaction position and the total amount of light collection. In
the centres of PMTs, light spread is not that sensitive to the scintillation
position, while in the interstices, a subtle position change already leads
to large light spread changes, i.e. PMT output changes; in the centres of
the near-edge PMTs, PMT outputs are the least location-sensitive and
the total photon collection is smaller than in the centre of the detector;
therefore, the spatial resolution is worst in these places. The purpose of
designing ASL is to reduce the number of large PMTs at the edges and
avoid continuous low-resolution regions, e.g. PMTs at lower rows in SSL
and SL (Fig. 5(n) and (o)). Note that the light collection above the
centres of the PMTs is higher than in the interstices. We believe that a
trade-off between light collection and the sensitivity of PMT outputs to
the exact interaction position may result in the minor fluctuations in the
top row of the spatial resolution map for ASL (e.g. there appear to be
two poor resolution centres close to the PMTs’ centre).

An issue with the proposed designs may be the light collection loss
due to the black edges. In Fig. 5(q) – (t) a reduced light collection near

the edges is clearly observed, as well as in Fig. 4 in which the difference
between black- and white-edge detectors is obvious. For the three un-
conventional designs (Table 2), the energy resolution in the central
region of the detectors is always poorer than for the CL. This is because
the centre-to-edge ratio in the CL is the highest, so that the black edges
absorb less scintillated light from the central part of the detector. As a
result of black edges, a global energy window over the whole detector,
as is in most Anger cameras, is not suitable. Instead, a scintillation-
position-dependent energy window could be applied, as long as the
PMT outputs are sufficiently distinct in different interaction positions
for different amounts of energy deposition. An efficient way for energy
windowing might be to apply a rough (localised) energy window based
on the Anger estimated scintillation location.

Furthermore, in the simulation, the attenuation of optical photons
in light-guides is assumed to be the attenuation of borosilicate crown
glass [47]. For the additional light-guides inserted in front of the upper
row of PMTs, the attenuation of the 160mm glass, the absorption in the
PTFE reflector, and the absorption at the transitions of different mate-
rials result in about 20% less light collection on the PMTs attached
compared to directly mounting PMTs to the 14mm-thick light-guide.
This light loss leads to poorer energy resolution at the upper edge (see
Fig. 5(s)). Additionally, poorer photon statistics degrades the spatial
resolution in SL and ASL, as is specially obvious in the middle of the
second row of PMTs. Such a deterioration of spatial resolution com-
pared to CL is also observed in SSL, which we believe is probably be-
cause of the of lower fill-factor of smaller PMTs (0.5 instead of 0.8 for
the R6236 PMTs).

In the current study both the calibration and the line source test are
based on the same Monte Carlo simulations, which is an ‘ideal’ situation
while in practice the exact response of scintillator, light-guide and
PMTs may be unknown. We have tried to keep experimental practi-
cality into mind. For example, the simulated processes of obtaining the
PRFs and LRFs are not impractical, as they are based on NEMA re-
commendations for actual measurements, as is mentioned in Section
2.2. Also some realistic non-ideality is created as we interpolate cali-
bration PRFs simulated on a 5mm grid to a smaller 1mm grid. How-
ever, in practice there may be some scatter in the mask for calibration
and the collimated gamma beams are wider than in the simulations
where we assumed infinitely small points sources, e.g. a width of about
1mm is common. As the FWHM of PRFs is mostly 2–4mm, we expect
that this effect is not too large. Also, the mechanical and electrical
stability of the system is not included in the simulations. However, from
our experience with Anger cameras (470× 590mm2 NaI scintillator
readout by 3 inch PMTs), the mechanical parts can be produced rather
reliable (0.01mm motion error), and the electronics (especially PMTs)
perform consistently for years after the first few days run-in period. The
breast detector should not be more fragile than other existing systems.

5. Conclusion

The black-edge ASL gamma detector using ML estimation proposed
in this paper can be a cost-effective solution for better resolving the
dead edges. SSL and SL give better spatial resolution near the critical
edge, but the resolution in other parts of the detector is compromised.
As a drawback of using black edges, the light collection over the de-
tector will be non-uniform, which requires extra work to apply a po-
sition-dependent energy window. Experimental tests have to be done to
assess the real performance of the new design and confirm the results of
this paper.
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Table 3
Usable area per PMT of different designs.

# of
PMTs

UFOV (%) UFOV
(%)/PMT

Actual usable area
(mm2)/PMT

CL 15 81.5 5.4 2347
SSL 21 86.4 4.1 1422
SL 15 84.1 5.6 2018
ASL 15 90.0 6.0 2160
Extended SL* 20 91.2 4.6 1970
Extended ASL* 17 89.7 5.3 2279

* The extended (240×180mm2 size) detector performance is estimated
from vertical symmetry instead of an extra Monte Carlo simulation.
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